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ABSTRACT

.7

This study examined the relationships between student ratings that

college faculty members received from their students and a variety of

independent vari.ables. Major independent variables in this study were
.

each

faculty member's willingness to publish results of student ratings, experi-

ence (as evidenced by rank and highest degree held), size of class (both a

2- and 4-categoryindicator), and five instructor defined extenuating cir-

cumstances. The subjects were 91 faculty membersat a small public-4-year

college whose academic rank ranged from the.level of instructor to full

professor.' Correlational and descriptive techniqUes- were used in analyzing

data from 4,285 separate administrations of a faculty rating scale:

The overall results of the present investigation provide evidence in

support of the Contention that student ratings of instructor performance

are either influenced by or related to a number of variables. Four general

conclusions were suggested: (a) there was a slight negative relationship

between a faculty member's willingness to publisri'results-of student °ratings

and the attained student ratings; (b) there was also a slight negative rela-

tionship between cla.ss size and ratings attained; (c) there wasr no relation-

ship demonstrated between student ratings and instructor's experience as

defined by ranik and highest degree held; and (d) there was some itlidication

.'"
that there may be a significant relationship between several instfuttor

E ti 4

defined extenuking circumstances and attained student l'atings.1 he first

.three of these findings ha e relevance for previous] reported -e+, Arch.

findings. While-the.f. dings regarding the extenuating circumst ncesmere

1 1,1,4

theiMsible

influence of such factors on student ratings of. instructor performakce0

not definitive, they do lend support Tor further examination in

3
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This study is an investigation Of the relationships between the ratings

given to college facility members by their students and a variety of independent

variables. Some of these variable's have been examined elsewhere (i.e.,

faculty member's rank, highest degree held; and class size) while others

.have been the subject of little or no research (i.e., faculty member's,

willingriess to publish results of student ratings and,five instructor.

defined exten'Ulting circumstances). in addition to reexamining the pre-

, .

viously researched fa tors, the study represents the'first attempt to look-

at the relationship between student ratings and a new category of,extenua-

ting circurristances This line of inquiry has become more important in light

of the movement in higher education toward more extensive use of tuderit

ratings in the promotion /tenure process, -$41

In September, 1973, the Teaching Research Division of the Oregon State

System of Higher Education (OSSHE) began a 3-year study of ,the factors which

'influence promotion' and tenure in higher education. The study is supported

by a, grant from ite fund for the Improvement of Postsecondaw Education

'(HEW) and is conducted as a part of the Division's Higher,EducatiOn Research

Program. The basic intent of this 1:arger,study is to develOp a, higher

degree of understanding of the consequences, resulting fro'm present poli"qies

and procedures surrounding the assessment of faculty performance, while '

making attempts to assist OSSHE institutions in making any necessary refine-

sments in existing practices. To date, a number of data sources have been

w

' used. A primary'source has been administrators at the, institutiOn and

department levels. These administrators sul5pned policy statements, guide-

lines, toms, and indicators used when, they assess faculty performance. The

+.111

second major source of data was a system-Kide,surveywhich evaluated the

4
e
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promotion /tenure process froln'faculty members' perspectives. Finally, many.

of the campuses used faculty review committees'.et the depart e t level and,

then at intermediate levels orpup to the president df-the i'n'stitution.

'Where such campus-wide personnel committees or a
/.'

visory bodies existed, .

project staff have interviewed these individua s, raising a umber of

questiOns 'about those features of the promotion/tenure process which they

find the most useful and about those features which they deem to be irr

considerable n ed of change.
/

: .

Dering t e course of these system -wide data collection efforts, both

teaching and administrative faculty voiced a number of concerns about the

ramifications of the use of student rating data in the promotion/tenure

process. It soon became evident that, many of the expressed concerns were

a'direct result of a general lack of familq,arity with available research

which examines the relationships between, various factors. and student ratings.

However, a number of faculty members were concerned about.the possible

influence of a number of extenuatingcircuMstances on student ratings which

they felt could be
o

of legitimatt concern to a faculty membep whose ratings

may be used in the promotion/tenure process. The present Study constitutes

an attempt to begin to clarify the degree of legitimacy surrounding these

extenuating circumstances. The results of the investigation shouldabt of

interest to teaching and administrative faculty, regardless of whether or

not the extenuating circumstances tend to result in significantly different

student ratings. The importqnt point here is that those whb are charged

with the responsibility of promotion and/or tenure decisions should know

7-\which, if any, of the extenuating circumstances appear to have impact upono

student ratings and are therefore legitimate concerns, anewhi01 are not.
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Previous research (Heilman ,& grmentrbut, 1936; Lovell &, Manner: 1955;

McDaniel & Fq4dhusen 1971)' has yielded' results which suggest that there

'may be a slight negative,correlation between class size and student ratings.

Guthrie (1954),cOnc)uded that there was no correla.tion between' size of

class and rating's, while other stutfies°have indicated that there may be a

`variable relationship (Gage, 1961; Wood, Lipsky, & Straus, 1974).

With regard the,associaton Lletween a faculty,memper's experience

(usually represented by rank) and student ratings, the relationship is

unclear.' Langen (1966) .reported-a positive correlation between Yank and

ratings. .Conversely, a study by Riley, Ryan, & Lifschitz (1950). suggested
. . .

. ..

a negative corre1,4;ion between rank and ratings. Jhd present study examines

the relationshipship between faculty members\ ' experience and student ratings
. .

using two indicators.(viz., faculty member's rank and faculty membe's

highest degree held).

Method

Subjects

The subjects were 91 faculty nibmbers.at a small public 4-year college

'whose aoademic rank ranged fiTom'the level of instructor to full prOfessor.

(4 instructors, 46 assistant professors, 21 associate professors, and 20

full 'professorS). All subjects were voluntary participants in a campus-widd.

administration of a'student rating Stale. Approximately.60%.of the faculty.

members at the institution participated. in'the evaluation. Data were

collected in May, 1974, in 253 classes during the seventh weekbf instruction.

Instruments

During the winter quarter of the 1973-74 academic year, the institution's

Faculty Senate established a Joint Faculty Evaluation Committee. 171,5'.
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committee was-composed of six faculty members and six studAts. The author,

.a

who was not a member of the,faculty, was.asked°to- ser;ie asa consultant to

the committee. Consultation was provided in the areas of-faculty rating:

scale selection, administration, and znalys, The primary objective of

this committee was to devise a complete student rating system for annual,

"campus-wide use. Subsequent to examiriati.on of, anvariety of existing student

rating scales, the committee decided that none fully met the needs of

faculty evaluation at their specific instiqutioo The committee decilded to

develop its own rating scale by combining items from three Eating scales.

The resultant rating scale consisted cif four sections. The first

section contafined 13 items intended our campus-wide us (12 specific items
, -

-

s-and 1 overall instructor performance iteml. Prior Q election, ach.

potehtial item was examined in an attempt ,to erminate*those-ltems which

might result in an unfair advantageor disad antage for a tacultiy member/
., . .....

because of his major discipline and/or course aSsignment. 'In'addition,
. \ ^a

I
% .

each. item was designed tb avoid request, ng any information from the studknt.:

that would require judgments about f feelings' or'atiitudes of classmates.

.Each of.the 12 specifiL performance items w as tied te"a Likert-type 5-point

scale, which ranged from a low.of,"1" (strong] disagree) to a high of
/ .

1.25" (strongly agree). ,The second and third ,section of the total rating

scale were optional department and instructor segments,'respectively: A .

. /

final section provided an 'avenue students could use to supply written'

comments directly to their iistructol's. Only the inftitUtion-wi.de items,

. .

constituting section 1,, wer analyzed in this study.

AThe content of the f3 items was as follows: the instructor seems to

, .

be knowledgeable in tbe s bject are a with which the course deals"; "the

.
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instructor has effectively presented the subject matfer.to be learned (in

this evaluation, 'subject matter' may. mean facts; skillt, insights, and/or

attitudes)"; the instructor seems to be genuinely interested in the

. ,subject matter"; "the instructor seems to be genuinely interested in the

students' learning the material {'; "the instructor is someone I would feel

- comfortable approaching to ask questions or to discuss ideas relating to

the subject mate,;, "the instructor has been reasonably accessible to me

outside of Class '(if you did, not try to contact the instructor, leave
A

this item blank) "; "the ,instructor seems to be selOtive toci the responses

of the class"; "the course seems to be sufficiently rigorous (challenging)";

t'the instructor has presented material which I think is relevant (within

the, limitations imposed by thesi.,13.1:ect)"; "Lhave learne&a great deal in
).

this LOTrse";'"my interest the Subject matter has increased as a result

of,,taking this course"; and "the instructor has been fair in the selection

,A of-examinat ion questioos and/or evaluation,criteria used this course:"?,-

The overall (general) rating item was: "Rank the instructor on'the following
..,.

scale: 1 = unacceptable, 2 = below standard, 3 = standard, 4 = aboved,

sta'ndrd, and 5 = outstanding."

- .

histructor, Date was used to collect information from the,

"faculty members about both class-related characteristics and instructor

,

defined extenuating circumstances.

Procedure

AY,

Approximately ten days before the week of the evaluation, all 'faculty

.members at the institutiowreceived a copy of a memoranidumfrom the committee
.. .

Which Asked if they. were willing to participate intbe evalua.il-en, and if they
.

were willing to release the resulfl Ate for publication by the student.
,

S .

,

s
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body government. Each participating faculty member-was requested to identify

a student administrator for each of his classes. These students were

responsible for The actual administra.tion of the rating scale. Several

student administrator orientation sessions were held the week before the

evaluation fbr the purpose, of familiarizing 'them with the proceSs they were

to follow when administering the rating, scale in their, Classes. Detailed

administration instructions were provided orally at these sessions. The
I '

student-administrators also received written administration instructions, at

the'time they picked up the rating scale packets,. immediately prior to the.

time of the evaluation in their respective classes.

Each' rating scale packet contained sufficient copies of the rating scale,

machine'processable answer'sheets, blank sheets of paper for written comments,

and.peneils. In addition, each packet contained-written,administration

directions for the student administrators and an instructor Data Sheet. Each

returned packet was hand checked by the authOr to verify that the students

had correctly coded their course identification information and evaluative

responses (students responded anonymously--however, 95% also answered five

descriptive items which provided information about,their personal charac-`

teristics). The percentage distribution of these key background variables

(i.e., class standing, overall GPA, required or eledtive course, age, and
.

sex) were compared with information published by the Registrar's Office on

same variables. The distributiom corresponded quite closely between

the two data sources for each variable. All of these data were machine

scored and merged with imformation.provided by the appropriate faculty

'``k
member about each class. These combined data provided input for both, the

0
indkiidual instructor reports, which were provided each pOrticipant, and

a
for the analyses of this study.
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The primary .dependent variable used in this_study.Was the mean student

rating on 06 total .scale (items 1 through 12). Also examined as a dependent

variable was the Mean rating received by the faculty member on.the overall

(genera l)
-

Independent xariables came from a variety.of.sources7 Of the 10 inde-
..

pendent variables included in this study, 4 came erom institutional ,records

and 6 were supplied by pbrticipating faculty members., InStitutional records

provided,data on class size (a 4-category indicator and a 2-category indica-
/

for were constructed) and on faculty members' highest degree and rank.

Willingness to publish results of the ratings .was ascertained fl-om the

original participatidn inquiry. Data on instructor defined extenuating

circ7stances was gdtheredby means of an item on the InstruetorData Sheet

(a separate sheet was completed for each evaluated class). The item read

as follows: "An instructor's performance can sometime be hindered by

circumstance. If you feel there are; cLrrent circumstances which may unfairly

(lower the ratings given you by your students, please indicate them." The

/ faculty member was instructed to check "Yes" or "No" with regard to five

.possible extenuating circumstances. These circumstances included: "Work

load too heavy to devote adequate attention to the course," "clast is too

Large to adequately<present the material," "this particular class .is outside

of my greatest competence .area," "this is a new /untried'course," and "inno.-

vations in the instructiom are being introduced." Space was provided to

, add "other" extenuating circumstances, but none were suggested.

Ana.lysis

Correlational and descriptive techniques were used in analyzing three

different data sets. The first data set contained responses from 4,285

10
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sepafate administrations of the faculty rating scale. This data set served

two purposes. First, it was used to calculate item analysis information-

related specifically to the rating scale. Second, it was'used to create

two other summary data sets--one for courses and one for instructors. The,-i
,

course data set pontained data from 253 courses (prior to'analysis 16

4 courses were excluded due to special circumstances). The instructor data

a

Set contained one randomly selected course for each of the 91 participating

faculty members. These summary, data sett consisted of: (a) information

from course arid/or instructor summaries of,the 4,285 student responses, and

(b) course-specific information supplied by faculty members as previously

described. The course data set (237 courses) was used to examine, in a

correlational sense, the relationship between class size and student ratings.

;:f The instructor data set. was used to examine relationships between independent

vari.ables=t,elated to ihstructors, such as, rank, highest degree held,

willingness to publish results of studegt ratings, and the five previously

described---eXtenuting circumstance items.

Results

Major independent variables in this study were-each faculty member's

willingness to publish. results of student ratings, experience (as evidenced

by rank and highest; degree heldr, size of, class (both a 2- and 47category

indicator), and five'instructor defined extenuating circumstances.. Willing-

ness to publish, instructor experience, and size of class were analyzed

separately from the extenuating-circumstances.

Willirfgness to Publish, Instructor Experience, and Size of Class"

.

Table 1 presents correlations between the depeldent and independ6nti

variables using data from the Spring, 1974, student evaluations of

.
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Table I:
^ Co'fFlations between Selected Variables Using Data, from the

!Spring,j974;Ssudeft EvalAations of Instructor Perform:lace'

Variable DesCriptian he Row Variable Number

2 3- 4 5 .J $

t
1., Mean rating on total scale

(12 keels) -

2. Mean rating on an overall t
,(general) item 1

. . .Q ; .8a* a_..._:,,.... ,.... . /.
...

3t Faculty merreer's willingness to publish ,- . =

results of ratings' (1=oo;12=maylae; 3..yes). . .13* 03*
. . .,

4. Facigty member's rank (I Instructor; 2=asii. ..
pcof i 3- assoc. prof.; iMprof.) .t. '... d - '-.17 -.12

.`"- - - ,I, .

5 Faculty member's 'highest degrei .(I=bac-heldrfs;
-.18

.92* .24* -.15 -.08

2=master's; 3=Ph.D:1 .,...'
6. Class size A (1=1 tq 10;12=11 to39;

3=31 to 60; 4 -over 60) '
/a : . .

7. Class size B (1 -30 or ".. ".
2 -over 30)

Vs

AP i

--.230 -.23*, '.00 1 .07 .11 .87*

-.24* s o3 .08 .11 .84*
la -

-.37* -.32*

.25*' -.13 -.04 \ -.34*.\\:'N27*
1.....:.

c ,'
-.27* .00 .01 ; .01 o

-.14* .69* -.07 -.08

04 . 7 0* .11

1
', ..

each

. ,

Correlations above the diEgonal are based upon 91 classes (one' class for ach participating-faculty member' with 7 classes excluded due to special Tircumstances) Correlations- below -the diagonal are based upon 237
classes (one to four classes for each prti,cipatisig facul,tt mernbei.). '

. . , i.
* Significant be

. 44 .... . .
yond the .05 level." . "

V.
- ...cp.', --/

..s' .. "
't. .. .... -e

40
1.

:
-

. -

.."
41it,.

. instructor Performance.

,,fV 0.
...,

. ..

correlations above the diagon,11.Are2Lased upon
:., ', ,:, -

.

classes' (one class for each participating faculty KiemBer wirh 7' classes
. . ,

, .. ; -
excluded due to ,special circumstances). Correlations below. the dOgorial,

N.. ,

t
:

wer*Cbased spd 23g classes (one 'to four clas,ses for. -.'each participating ,E- ,

faculty member). ResUltant correlations we ro.ka ed Hest on.one ,clgss for- . -- .

, .-"'
. ,.1, , ..

each Participating faculty member and second on lt.rple classe fOr each,

participating faculty member, :because ) thre of the variables (i.e., willing

ness to publish results of ratings, faculty abmber!s rank, and faculty

member's highest degree Seld)\would have been confoUnded i f, analyzed-4n, a

s tua t iorr in which faculty members were represented by 'varying numbers of

2

*

-4
a
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. :,.1, ,i,,
"=1;:; I

#, t. .
classes. Likewise\

, the two class size indicators we-re more apprdp'riately ._:.. 1, k- A'..4
0 - -eXamined, 4sing data whi ch were ,based-on more per faculty. . ... , ,..- .:member. .1.-:

, ..

a :.2-, :-"" 't-.,. ". ,-
° Ex'amination Of Table 1--fitdicates a strortgxelatiOnsArptetWeen- the ..; t -..-

. .....-- 1 - ....,- -. .. --- - --- .---,....... . ,.. 6-'4--mean rat4ags on the total scale . (12 items), and t'4e mean rating 6n.'tfie'overall_

;11- - ?

,

instructor cating Vfe-rii 1.89 far "-the-rpult ipie- class data set -vs...92 for the''
;,.

1,- %single class data set). T'hi 'S Imp! ies that ei ther,,,score, could have been

.validly used- as a criterion measure against- .which' 'to evaluate the relation- -.
-,

,ship betwe& the indepe6dent variables of interest and.the,dependent variable
.

. ..(student-ratings). Note that in both data sets each of tfieIndependent varsia.
. -- -......3419,1,s two cor'relations with the two dependent variables exhi-bited extremely-

:,

1ighit.'variations. Therefor.s, for the sake of simplic.ity the following
-discussions will focus' primari,ly on the relationships between the independent-

. variables and the mean rating on the total. sea' ie.
. .

1 4.

0 tr>4"0

W Ilingness to publish results. Examination of Table. 1 shows that there,
was a correlation of .24 between.; acuLty member's willingness to publish

, '_. :. c

results of stude1 nt ratings, and themean rating on the total rating scale.
1

.
-: ..

This ,suggests that faculty,members who, for one reason or another, did not.
; .release their data fotpublication tended to get slight1P lower ratings than

'Aid those, instructors who were willing to have the: student government publish
the results of their ratings. (It is important to note that permission to

a,
-publish was obtained prioy to the week of the evaluations.)

rInstructor experience. The professorial: liank which the faculty members,
. I.,. ..

held and, their highest academic degree were used in this study as indicators
,.

of profess4onattxperience. Examination of
.

TaAble 1 indicates that neither'of
_-

.
.

,',"theSe, indicators were significantly related 'to, attained student ratings. .,0
, .

a.
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Correlations far faculty member's rank and highest degree held

and -.08; respecivel.

c)

were -.15

Size of class. Table '1 shows significant negative Correlations of

.'4 -.24 and -.23 for-the 2- and 4-categoi-'y class size indicators, This

finding indicates tht far this sample of faculty members, there was a '

slrght tendency for student ratings- to decrease as class size increased;

Instructor Defined Extenuating Circumstances

Table 2 presents mean.,ratings and t-scores for five instructor defined

extenuating circumstances. Since most faculty members repoqed.that the exten-

1

uating circumstances did not ariply,' 00 sre. was a ubstanti.al difference in.
- 0

the sizes of the,grouproc)-d.ing-uyesQ grow responding "no."

For this reason

ihappropriate because

it was 'decided theta correlational. abal-od,s would be
.-.. --

it would tend to obscuwe any existing relatl-onS'hip-,

due primarily to this discrepancy in group size. Therefore, t was used-

as a test statistic to test the hypothesis

means (Blommers & Lirldquist, 1960);

e.
Table,2

Mean Ratings and t-scoresfor instruc.uLorleined Extenuating Circumstances

of no .difference between the

instruCtor.defined extenuating circumstance -

I. "Work load too heavy to devote adequate
attention to the course"

2. "Class too large to adequately present

the materlaW

3. "This particular clasi is outside of my

greatest competence area"

4. "This gs a new/untded course"

5. "Initovat'ions in the instruction-are

being introduced"

Mean rating of. Mean r4thIg'of.

group responding..:, group responding,
InNpu

' "Yes"

4
t of difference /

between =
'means

1: <

44'..._t "

IP : .

3.7 -1.74 (I) < .1)

14.2 4.0

4.3 .68 (p < .5)

11.0 .

4.2 4.1

* p is the probability of having t.this large or larger in size by chance.

14
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1, rn 3- 'ft.
, , I

. i

1 . .. ' .%:'

) . .

1.. / / )J
Exhination of they group mpens _in

r

Table, indicates that there was ,a-,.
.,

tendency for student ratings t-6, decrease/fr ,those-ihstructors who said that
t.. , i.

,

.' . 7.the extenuating circumstances appl red to their Par.ti9u,lar si tuatrOn. Exam-,

,:f / ,ination of the, associated. t-scores sugge4ts that two of the extenuating ,

,,K
circumstances produ9ed group mean d.rffereqces significant /beyond the .2 -level./ -/ ' ,

..,

The remaining.three. extenuating circumstances provide 'leSs evidence of a/ , , ., , ,-..- ,sign i filcent relationship between 'student f-atings;*and these extenuating ',
.circumstances. Whilele these 1-esultS are not_ 'definitive, they do lend.support,

.. .
to further examination into the poss rbl-e;inf i 'uence of Such factors on''''

student _ratings of instructor perforMatide.'.....-
.N

, a ''' ,..,.._. ..... ,

7 .

/., -','\,\' 'D4 seu 1 OrTt
-

is.
J. ' \ . , ,.,.. ,. ,,:- ..,1 \,, . \

of ....
The overall 'resi.,1ts Ot 'the pr sent investigation provide evidence i(.

4 . : .,:`.. ., - \ _ ,- ,

support .of rthe contention.; that tudent ratings 'of instructor performance'.,..- , , r,:,,
are either Infldenced by.or

( ;
. 'ted 'to a number of variables. Four general

,-,;-,
'ConcluSions it-tere Sugge seed : ( ).\-there was a slight negative relationship't I-, . ' .\, '

5 , 1
t . \.\\-.,

' - betweeri a -faculty' ineinber's wiri.,in4hel..6, to publiSh results of student ratings_i . a;
, . . 1 4 , \, ' : . ' \ '- 5:

and the h a t ta n ef i 7sit, t c l ei l c a t
-

i ngs
a

. ( b) t h e r e w as a lsc
\
\
S

l.
i ght negative rel a-r.

, , . . ,
,'\

tronship betweetV
Cl.

ass . slie and ratings attained; (c) there was no relation --.`s.. P .: . ' ' 1 i) ' , , . ...,,, '`.
4 , - ..; \ '' ' .....) . \\.'t. I .

1
1 Still, demonstrata'lietween student ratings and .inseruCtor's experience. a .:..., ;,---:" . 1 f : k \\. . , N .. , ,

defined by rank aiul highest degree held; and (d) there" was Some indicatl'en ...: .........:,,,, ,. i .
.

., -
. ... ...,,,, f .

.:. -:-:-'3 tr ;..,:: tt-ia there may ibe
%

a si'giaigfiCant. relation'Ship between several instructor,
,, - ..,; ; . :..

:.,,,:,,',/ .:-- -'io,,,. ii .5deoned extenue4in'g-circumstances and attained student -Palings. The firSt'.:.:.1':',--r- 1.A i I .t . .4 a 4 P',
.; . ' 4 t i L----- % ", \ r i

, ..... C , , -''l tkipip of thesertilyaings.have relevance ::fori previ ously reported research... :A.., - i- - -, A i \ ' I. ..I. A $ 1 ,
_.. f . , ngs. With 'rega

: )"... 1 ;-,. .. .". ]

'
r;
4 : °.., '

i" kdI
'- frd to the fourth tip-infusion, the present study was hot

`'...i1:1; 1 i .1 ii% ''f ". '' t ..

.? .tif . :4 .' : 'eCted to find cbilti,Usi ve evidence ;that'~ 11i , etg), e .. , ya , , or even ,any, of-,:the.,:-...',,- .' i ..' ' ,, , ... ., , ..,:
t ..' . . : g t . ' .1' ,? li 4 !I. I : f ;:; i 4.., gi' V I i'r,

I

-: a ,I, -,1
. ':1- i ';?,,,;'{'- 1 '. , :`0..4t.- ;

ia -1.i..r1"; r:1 1 : .r
. \ 1.. r. :-ii.,r,-- ,:i . -; 1 ,. ,:ett 1...., .. , i, - .

:.*1: !;.' '
..)-fr

11% s.
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instructor defined Oketcuating' cIrctimstances were significantly related to_ . , :=7'' '.'' /, , - . , ... .student ratings of instructor/ performanA: Whether GT not the relationship.
'' ---

.,.. - ,

between thoy 'extenuaing:cjrcumsetancps
end .student rating's is large enough. ..

. 7' ..-

to be of real grectical sign ficance to faculty members,'is a question abduty /7
-/

/' .
. ,

.which more data are needed, before any reliable answers can be given.'
.

.

The preposition that students have the most advantageous perspective,i/ - ... . ,..
-byivirtue.of their/daily class.iodim-observations, to assess the ip.=classt! , .,
:effecti4ene's of//ihei'r prolessors- is the topic of a diminishing amount of

/ .

,
,, ,-

. .',' '
_

,
-.de te. toWiPrehensive evaluation of teaching performance for either salary

and Oromoi!ioconsiderations or for instructional improvement has become

more,and more difficult to achieve and justify unless some type of data from

--,students is available. However, 'as ratings become more influential, it

becoMes eVen,more important,to understand What it is that enables an instruc-

tor, or a group of instructors, to attain good,ratings.

'Unfortunately, there has been little research completed which deals

directiy'w,ith adMinistrative uses of student rating data. While the present

.report also does dot directly invohie data emanating from or leading to

`edMinistrative use of ratings, the results of the extenuating circumstance

-analyses are unique and should be of direct interesejto both individual.

faculty members who feel that their'performance in the classroom can some-

time be hindered by circumstance, and- to 6dTinistrators who must interpret

he results of student' ratings.

The fadttharthe focus of this study is students ratings should not

mp y that such ratings are viewed by the author as being the sole, br even

e most justifiable, indicator of t a g performance.in an overall

ecision- making scqeme. it is tedogni7ed.that
thatatiksperformance of, an

structorgs a function of a variety of very different types of behaviors.

16
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Performance in the classroom per se is' merely part of a professor's role,

that can be reflected in student ratings. Data which relate directly to

faculty .members' classroom performance (i.e., student ratings) have a
. -

neccssAry and justifiable role to fulfill in the overall assessment of

professorial performance. However, student ratings should only be used

in conjunttioh 'with other sources of information about instructional

effectiveness.

An argument can be made that this study, because.' it is the first
A.

large-scale look a.t these instructor defined extenuating circumstances, is

not truly representative of the actual relationship, between the extenuating

circumstances and student ratings. This seems to be a reasonable argument
,

particularly in light oflsome of the cited limitations inherent within the ,

data which, witho tyi yeSion,.limited the scope of the analyses. Therefore,

it..would be:reason ble to'Ontinue this type of investigation using more
111'

precise definiti of extenuating circumstances in conjunction with a

rating scale ab ut' which faculty are more familliar than they were in the

. present case. In addtti.on, utilization of other t6chniques such as anaiy-

sis of'varian e would add a needed dimension to the investigtiOnthaet

would allow such more to be 'said about the legitimacy,of the extenuating

ci.rcumstanc s.

In a ime of growing use and possible misuses of student ratings for

promotion and tenure granting, purposes, the identification of relevant

extenuati g circumstances which may unfairly ijfluence student ratings,-

. constitues a step toward a much needed refinement in the erocesso'f

evaluating this aspect of faculty members' teachinb performance. _However,.

in light of the present findings, a large part of the.task remains if we

are to-determine which, if any,.of,the often-voiced instructor defined
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extenuating circumstances arelegitimate concerns, and which are not. The

or point -here is that it'isimperative that further investigation into

poss.ible influence of extenuating circumstances, such as those examined,

rn this study, be continued. Until the influence of such factors is

either confirmed or discounted, it will remairOtlifficult to equitably .

apply the results of' student ratings in decision making processes.

4
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